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From A to Z from AZ
1. Ruth and I have been to AZ four 

times in the last two 
years...twice driving the round 
trip. During those four trips, we 
have never seen an OH license 
plate west of the Mississippi! 
We guess folks from OH go 
south, not west!

2. Our favorites for AZ 2012:
a. Hiking the mountains.
b. Orville drinking Mocha 

Cappuccino- Frosted!
c. Meeting new AZ friends 

(Mike, Louise, Hank, Kyler and 

Harley), seeing old AZ friends 
(Deborah, Roger, Dianne, Jack, 

Cameron and Dan) and having 
friends visit.

d. Spending time with grandson 
Dan and Krystal...we loved 
being with them!

e. Exploring this great USA!
Pics at right of Jim and Betty Weaver and Viki 
and Ross Henschen. Flowers by townhouse.>> 

Ruth and I woke up at 3:00 
AM on March 29 and drove 

out of  the parking lot at 4:00 

AM, heading for Ohio. The 

first day we drove 855 miles in 

13 hours and stayed at Elk City, 
OK. The second day we made 

it to Terre Haute, IN (750 

miles) and the third day, got 

home at 1:30 after traveling 

385 miles. All told, we traveled 
1990 miles in 31.5 hours. The 

trip, traveling the northern 

route (TX, OK, MO, IL, IN), 

was uneventful. We saw lots of  

wind turbines, a few mountains, 
buttes and mesas, lots of  cattle, 

two 300 foot crosses, but no 

rain. In fact, we have not 

experienced rain since leaving 

Ohio December 29! It was a 
great trip...good to be home! 

The contest for “The Newsletter” name for 2013 rages on at a 

fevered pace: I certainly won’t be considering Another Lemon 

From Chandler, submitted by Vijay; Carol’s Seeds From 

Glenn’s Lemon Tree is nice; Cameron’s The Eagle’s Squawk is 

a thinly veiled jealous insult because I got an eagle and he didn’t; and 

I like Linda’s Lemon Tree Lexicon (but Susie won’t understand it!)

   Ruth, Glenn and Orville Are Home!


